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Wayne – 10:45 session on Metrics. 
How do you measure your business in today’s world.  So this can be addressed in 
development for Fusion. 

BOR? UOR? AOR? Customers? 
 
Customers was the majority answer they want to move to. 
Right now 
$ revenue. 
Tickets past due – Trent  KPI’s.  Efficiency in $ collected, fee revenue, forfeits.  Look at 
volume.   
Sal – store performance, potential revenue, performance % of what you do collect, $ 
performance off customer and/or agreements 
Jeff Lebakken – potential revenue.  Total of all monthly rental rate. 
Dan Companion – Retention, Collections are current focus.  Measure past due 
customers. 
 
Cody still uses BOR concept.   
 
System is based on tickets not customers. 
 
Sydney – operational.  Track past due by customers. 
Greater $ amt due. 
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What are your concerns about Fusion or Cynergi? 
What does it mean to us once it is one system.   
 
Terminology differences for everyone between the systems.  
Concern of support person taking their calls.   
Call escalation. 
Intent not to make it disruptive to your business. 
 
Browser interface....get it on record that the tab and shift tabs, shortcuts,  keys still work 
the same.  You will have the best of both worlds.  Engineering both ways.   Function 
keys will require you click something. 
 
Upgrading servers - Linux. 
 
Full  custom menus? Can I import my own over?  Yes. 
 
Adding a larger field for serial numbers.  16 but only 10 display. 
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 huge project.  
 expand it on the rental agreement. 
 what would be the proper number to lengthen it to?   
 
Can we customize it to look like your company branding?  Yes it is skinable.  
 
What about chat support?  On the table per Wayne, chat support for chat room. 
 
Customer portrait in the software.    Picture to come up not a link.  He wants it native. 
 
Smartterm/Anzio will work with new system.  Text based will be able to be accessed.  
web browser . 
 
Marketing things being put on their to help them ?  Gap will be filled.   Question is will it 
be built in to BI or be available some other way. 
Mailing Lists 
Active 
Inactive 
Agmt types 
Paying out  
Renting a tv but not renting a blu ray for instance 
Analyzing demographics (some coming in 12.5) 
No plans to do telemarketing model  at this time. 
Take that marketing list and interface with Autoque. 
I create a mailing list and I want to use it to run a telemarketing scheme.  Yes you will 
be able to do that. 
Print it, export it, send it to Autoque.  Results go to call/contact history for the customer. 
Mailing list.  Same cust by name.  Addresses undelivered.  Duplication.  Scrub the 
addresses. 
 
Export ability to pull the email addresses and you can strip them off of that.  12.5 has 
lots of new fields Pat is covering tomorrow. 
 
Can we tie that into our email program to send collection letters.  R&D is working on 
that....text and email and choose which way you will deliver that content.  Auto 
statement.   
 
TICKDUE  go to build the inactive customer report, all in the SALES QUERY and 
making the sales calls. 
 
Barcode labels need easier format to print to laser printers. 
 
Need one more field 'picked up' or type.  Add a field, what reason, exclude that can turn 
it into a call list.  Adding one question to TICKDUE would solve the problem. 
 
Lot of emphasis on Marketing tools. 
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Inventory 2nd screen INVMNT.  How do I see the due date if it is an active piece of 
inventory.   
 
Transferring inventory.  Stop stores from transferring inventory from one store to 
another without that other store having knowledge that it was transferred to them.   
Employee audit trail.    In the interim do something to tighten this down till we get a 
better solution. 
Front end approval to accept that transfer at all. 
Idea about having receiving store accept the transfer and incorporate the customer 
transfer with that too. 
Pending locations can be used in the interim. 
Expand the ability to add divisions (to allow back and forth) . 
 
Marketing - want a fridge in three months.  A reminder list or wish list.... 
 
R&D someone comes in you don't sell to them but you can still capture a lead from 
there....that you can market to.  Permanent comment box in RCUSTMNT and then have 
it popup in RP...for the interim for a customer that is entered.  Date tied to that too.    
You get the lead and would like or need help reminding to follow up on. 
 
Locations.   Service status vs a status location.  When it is in the store it is in service 
status. 
 
Block certain fields so they can't see certain things.    i.e.  Stores making a decision at 
that level and they see a very low BV.  Tomorrow covering a field that they can't go 
below that but can go over that; this may eliminate having to go into that screen at all. 
 
Change it in model maintenance, inventory price update that you have to run and can 
set it up to run it every night.    T will show in office tomorrow. 
 
keeping a tab on inventory.  Same concept that is in TICKDUE “!” means it is inactive 30 
days.  A way to display it on the screen that makes it stands out. 
 

Suggestion on a side chat in the room:  On the RSSS Fusion webpage,  suggested the 
site allow user interaction (allowing commenting on posts) so clients have ability to 
voice their opinion and things there.  Just so they know they are being heard. 

Is there a trend to change the way you price inventory? 
 
Managing aged and used inventory where fair market value has changed.  Challenge is 
determining the fair market value.  $24 for 48 weeks but can't paint with a broad brush.  
Ability to move quickly and price inventory and disregard the other variables to 
maximizing that inventory.    Regardless of cost, rent it for $20 for this long.  Problem 
with old inventory.  i.e. plasma TVs.   
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Problem with dead idle....old stuff cost more than new stuff.  want to be able to find 
those pieces.  List of exceptions of model #s that are higher than that so I can address 
it. 
 
Using a tiering pricing system 12 mo term different from 18 and need to be able to have 
different multipliers and tie it to term. 24 months risk is higher. 
CSR can discount 10% next time 20%. 
 
Pricing trend - business in multiple states, different regulation, tax, operating expenses.  
Being able to price differently based on which state they're in.  interim - shared item file 
and look at a different model file for their pricing.  Have to maintain both of them. 

Are government regulations and taxes changing the way you do business? 
 
Did not get to ask 

What tools do you or would you like to use to verify and approve rental 
applications? 
 
Software interact with whatever 3rd party application they are using.  They are having to 
do it twice. 
 
Advocation that they aren't having to duplicate the information and address that in the 
future.   
Being to PUSH/PULL that information from the backend.  the front end whatever it is, 
need s to interface to the bankend.  Data plugin where you just align the fields.  Not just 
talking about customer data.  Wants to be able to pull anything in so they don't have to 
duplicate it.  Being able to push it back in is very important too.  Say make the standard 
excel download and then importing it back in  
Filemaker currently be used - Lincoln, Castle Rentals.    They are building a new 
website that they can use MYSQL to push and pull that data. 
 
Wishlist, sales leads....connect his website to the new system....Lincoln, Castle Rentals. 
A log feature and push and pull the information. 
One customer database but access to it in multiple other databases. 
 
Be able to enter her email list and import it and update it in RSSS.  She can pull it in 
excel but then what... Stephanie Natl RTO.  wants to overlay email addresses from 
another program into RSSS.  matching name and address. 
 
Search feature - for pulling from the reference database - Stephanie. 
 
USPS zip + 4 
prescrubbing the address. 
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Fleet mgmt will scrub at customer level, instead of telling you it is wrong; actually ask 
you 'did you mean this?'. 
Sales tax destination based.    Geocodes possibly going to be used for sales tax and 
can be intergrated elsewhere possibly. 
ACCURINT - instant id for risk on that person.  Checks to see if they live there, they are 
who they say they are, references....doesn't give the other information. 
DATATRUE - not doing a credit check like Equifax. but working with RTO sensitivity.   
CREDITSCORE - reasonable. 
National database for skip/stolens. 
TELETRACK   
Payday Loans - sends to teletrack electronically.  
They all try to do the same thing but are different. 
'These are skips' that they can share. 

What tools do you need to improve your marketing and sales? 
 
Did not get to ask.  Marketing comments gathered throughout the previous 
questions though. 
 


